MOVIES.ARE.FREE.WITH.CURRENT.STUDENT.ID
$3.FOR.TFS.MEMBERS/FSU.FACULTY,STAFF,AND.ALMUNI
$6.FOR.NON-STUDENTS|(850)644-4455|AVAILABLE.IN
ALTERNATIVE.FORMATS|ALL.TITLES,EVENTS,AND.TIMES
SUBJECT.TO.CHANGE

FIND.US.ON.CAMPUS!
MOVIES.FSU.EDU
EARLY
SPRING
2022

Disney.Trivia.+.Karaoke
Feb.02.(WED)|10:00.PM

Malcolm.X
FEB.03.(THU)|7:00.PM
1992|PG-13|200.MIN
Biographical.epic.of.the.controversial
and.influential.Black.Nationalist.leader,
from.his.early.life.and.career.as.a
small-time.gangster,.to.his.ministry.as.a
member.of.the.Nation.of.Islam.

Rodgers.and.Hammerstein’s.Cinderella
FEB.04.(FRI)|7:00.PM
1997|G|88.MIN
The.age-old.tale.of.Cinderella.is.brought.back
to.life.in.the.cast.of.Brandy.and.Whitney
Houston,.all.accompanied.by.the.Rodgers.and
Hammerstein’s.musical.soundtrack.Presented
in.Partnership.with.the.FSU.School.of.Theater.

The.French.Dispatch
FEB.05.(SAT)|8:00.PM.&.10:30.PM
2021|R|108.MIN
A.love.letter.to.journalists.set.in.an
outpost.of.an.American.newspaper.in.a
fictional.twentieth.century.French.city
that.brings.to.life.a.collection.of.stories
published.in."The.French.Dispatch.
Magazine".

Thursday.Throwdown
FEB.10.(THU)|6:00.PM
Thursday.Throwdowns.are.back.Join
Game.Committee.in.playing.fighting
games.from.across.generations.and
even.participating.in.our.Smash
Ultimate.tournament!
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SPECIAL.EVENTS.NEW.RELEASES.CO-SPONSORS
MIDNIGHTS.CLASSICS.GAMING

WATCH.THE. TRAILERS. HERE!

GAMING.FSU.EDU
An aspiring fashion designer is mysteriously able to wannabe singer. However, the glamour is not all it appears to be, and the dreams of the past start to crack and splinter into something far darker.

Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adventure
Jan 07 (FRI) | Doors 11:30 PM
Show 12:00 AM
1989 | PG-13 | 100 MIN
Two seemingly dumb teens set off on a quest to prepare the ultimate historical presentation with the help of a time machine.

Tabletop Tuesday
Jan 11 & Jan 25 (TUE) | 6:00 PM
Cyber Cafe
Come out to play some of your favorite tabletop games! We’ve got classics like Catan and CAH, we’ve got family games like Yahtzee and Uno, and so many more!

Party Game Night
Jan 19 (WED) | 6:00 PM
Come to the ASLC on January 19th at 6PM to play everyone’s favorite party games like Mario Party, Overcooked, and countless more!

The Grand Budapest Hotel
Jan 28 (FRI) | Doors: 11:30 PM
Show: 12:00 AM
2014 | R | 100 MIN
A writer encounters the owner of an aging high-class hotel, who tells him of his early years serving as a lobby boy in the hotel’s glorious years under an exceptional concierge.

Tabletop Tuesday
FEB 01 & 08 (TUE) | 6:00 PM
Cyber Cafe
Come out to play some of your favorite tabletop games! We’ve got classics like Catan and CAH, we’ve got family games like Yahtzee and Uno, and so many more!

Schindler’s List
Jan 26 (WED) | 6:00 PM
1993 | R | 195 MIN
When businessman Oskar Schindler joined the Nazi Party, he never thought that it would lead him on a path to saving the Jews that the government is looking to kill. Join the Jewish Student Union in celebrating the heroic tale of Schindler’s List.

Chasing Coral
FEB 02 (WED) | 7:00 PM
2017 | R1 | 93 MIN
As climate change depletes the environment, coral reefs are some of the most visibly affected ecosystems. Join Sustainable Campus at the SLC to watch this stunning documentary that dives beneath the surface to discover why they are disappearing so fast.

Picture a Scientist
Jan 12 (WED) | 7:00 PM
2020 | PG-13 | 103 MIN
Three leading female scientists discuss how they’ve accomplished much more than just their laboratory results; they’ve paved a new path for women in the field. Co-Sponsored by WIMSE, free to the public.

Golden Mics: Grammy’s Trivia & Karaoke Night
Jan 29 (FRI) | 9:00 PM
Join us for a golden night at the SLC to put your Grammy’s knowledge to the test and sing your heart out to your favorite award-winning tunes! We’ll have Grammy-themed goodie bags for all attendees and special prizes for the winners of Trivia!

Spencer
Jan 27 (THU) | 7:00 PM & 9:45 PM
2021 | R | 111 MIN
During her Christmas holidays with the royal family at the Sandringham estate in Norfolk, England, Diana Spencer, struggling with mental health problems, decides to end her decade-long marriage to Prince Charles.

Thursday Throwdown
Jan 13 (THU) | 6:00 PM
Thursday Throwdowns are back. Join Game Committee in playing fighting games from across generations and even participating in our Smash Ultimate tournament!

The LEGO Movie
Jan 14 (FRI) | Doors 11:30 PM
Show 12:00 AM
2014 | PG-13 | 155 MIN
An ordinary LEGO construction worker, thought to be the prophesied as “special”, is recruited to join a quest to stop an evil tyrant from gluing the LEGO universe into eternal stasis.

Just Mercy
Jan 14 (FRI) | 5:00 PM
POSTPONED
A writer encounters the owner of an aging high-class hotel, who tells him of his early years serving as a lobby boy in the hotel’s glorious years under an exceptional concierge.

Schindler’s List
Jan 26 (WED) | 6:00 PM
1993 | R | 195 MIN
When businessman Oskar Schindler joined the Nazi Party, he never thought that it would lead him on a path to saving the Jews that the government is looking to kill. Join the Jewish Student Union in celebrating the heroic tale of Schindler’s List.

Chasing Coral
FEB 02 (WED) | 7:00 PM
2017 | R1 | 93 MIN
As climate change depletes the environment, coral reefs are some of the most visibly affected ecosystems. Join Sustainable Campus at the SLC to watch this stunning documentary that dives beneath the surface to discover why they are disappearing so fast.

Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adventure
Jan 07 (FRI) | Doors 11:30 PM
Show 12:00 AM
1989 | PG-13 | 100 MIN
Two seemingly dumb teens set off on a quest to prepare the ultimate historical presentation with the help of a time machine.